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ABSTRACT  

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry is the technique that has significantly pushed the application 
of SAR remote sensing to many areas of risk monitoring and security. This paper aims to provide an 
overview of the technique by explaining the basics of SAR interferometry and the recent advances carried 
out by using multiple pass, through repeated orbits, of SAR sensors to monitor subtle ground deformation. 
Examples of application of the techniques on real multipass/multiview data are provided to familiarize with 
the different options provided by SAR Interferometry.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The principle of synthesis of a large aperture [1] by exploiting the movement of a small real antenna by Carl 
Wiley in 1951 provided the fundamental basis for the development of microwave high resolution imaging 
from the space with spatial resolutions comparable with those achieved by optical systems. This element has 
been the first step in the development and application of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems, leading to 
the recent exponential growth of the launch of satellites carrying on board SAR sensors by the major 
international Space Agencies.  

SAR systems uses an own transmitter thus providing day/night operating capabilities; by operating in the 
microwave spectrum region they provide as well as all-weather imaging capability. SAR sensors transmit a 
coherent signal, i.e. a signal well controlled at the level of a single oscillation; the access to the knowledge of 
the phase of the single signal oscillation enable the accurate measurement (by comparing SAR image pairs) 
of variations of range to the order of fractions of centimetres.  Implementation of SAR interferometry 
(InSAR) with spatially displaced (across the track) antennas provide angular-view imaging diversity which 
allows SAR measuring the range parallax. Similarly to stereo optical imaging, this solution makes it possible 
to estimate the target elevation and hence to reconstruct the scene Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The 
technique, known as across-track SAR Interferometry [2]-[4], is cost effective in terms of accuracy and 
coverage and has been exploited in 2000 by the Space Shuttle for the generation of the most accurate global 
DEM known as Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and freely available on the web. The same 
principle is exploited in the TerraSAR-X/Tandem-X mission, currently orbiting around the Earth, to provide 
a global DEM with accuracies largely better than that of the SRTM mission. 

An interesting extension of across track InSAR is the Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) technique 
which is based on the acquisition of images relative to the same scene at different times by repeated passes 
[5]: by exploiting the phase difference of the image pair DInSAR allows measuring surface displacements 
occurring between the two acquisition dates with an accuracy of the order of fractions of the wavelength (a 
few centimetres for C-band and X-band sensors). DInSAR has dramatically increased the application of SAR 
imaging to many areas of natural and human induced risk-monitoring and security. Since its first 
demonstration with data from the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) in for ice-stream velocity 
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measures in Antarctica [6] and in [7] for the co-seismic deformation field generated by the Landers 
earthquake many other applications to the study of earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides, etc. have been carried 
out in the past years. The intense application of DInSAR has increased the interests of the major international 
space Agencies in the development and launch of spaceborne SAR sensors satellites. Following the twin 
satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2  of the European Space Agency (ESA), operative (at C-band) in total from 1992 
to September 2011, many other missions have been successfully developed. This is the case of the C-band 
SAR sensors on board ENVISAT (2002-2012), RADARSAT-1 (2001-2013) and RADARSAT-2 (in orbit 
from 2007) sensors by the Canadian Space Agency and L-band SAR sensor ALOS-PALSAR (2006-2011) 
by the Japanese Space Agency. Above SAR sensors has provided for a long time archives of data acquired 
regularly, with highest temporal sampling rate of typically one image every 20-30 days, which have been 
used for the experimental implementation and development of classical DInSAR techniques. Advanced 
DinSAR (A-DInSAR) algorithms are able to achieve very accurate monitoring of ground deformations by 
jointly and coherently processing stacks of SAR data. Data by the past generation satellites have been 
integrated by the new high and very high resolution SAR sensor able to reach meter and sub-meter resolution 
to provide information about deformation of single ground structure. The Italian Cosmo Skymed (CSK) 
constellation  and German TerraSAR-X [TSX] missions recently launched in 2007, have dramatically 
improved the quality of the available SAR data with resolutions reaching the order of 1m. The CSK mission 
provides, worldwide, a unique constellation of SAR sensors composed of four medium-size satellites, each 
one equipped with an X-band high-resolution SAR system, allowing acquiring images on the same area by 
repeating orbits every 4 days (on average).  

This paper aims to provide a discussion about the principles of SAR interferometry and of advanced 
multipass/multiview interferometric SAR processing. 

2.0 BASICS OF SAR INTERFEROMETRY 

2.1 Interferometric for height retrieval 

SAR imaging allows discrimination of targets along the azimuth and range directions. Assuming SAR 
sensors to flow locally straight trajectories (airborne) or orbits (spaceborne), azimuth (directed along the 
sensor velocity vector) and range (distance orthogonal from the flight track) represent two coordinates of a 
cylindrical reference system (the natural radar reference system) with the axis coincident with the flight 
track. A single SAR image, for instance acquired by sensor S1 in Figure 1, is insufficient to provide 
indication about the angle ( , usually referred to as look angle) under which a target at range r is imaged. 
The target could be one of the points describing the equi-range curve (red curve in Figure 1) at range r.   

Information about the look angle can be extracted by exploiting at least two SAR images acquired under 
angular imaging diversity along the vertical direction, see Figure 1. The concept is very similar to the 
principle of the human eyes: the provision of images acquired under angular diversity at the two eyes allows 
sensing the depth of the scene. In SAR interferometry, the use of at least two images acquired from slightly 
different points of observation allows measuring the two range of the target at the first and second antenna: 
the target is therefore located at the intersection of the two equi-range (red and green curve).  As human eyes, 
which compares the variation of the projection of the object at the two eyes, the key quantity that allows to 
achieve sensitivity to the target height (z) is r , i.e. the range (travelled path) variation from one image to 
the other [5]:  
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The height variation that generates a phase change of 2 is called ambiguity height ( 2z ). From (2) and (5) it 
follows that: 
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Accordingly, larger baselines correspond to lower ambiguities height and therefore to a densification of the 
fringes that allows achieving higher accuracy in the DEM reconstruction, see (2) and (7). Nevertheless, 
beside making Phase Unwrapping more challenging an baseline increases also lead to increase of the noise 
as described in the next section. 

2.2 Decorrelation in SAR interferometry 

Assumption in equation (4) is fundamental for the cancellation of the phase of scene backscattering in the 

hermitian product in (6). Changes in the relative phase of 1  and 2 leads to the presence of noise 
contribution in the interferometric phase   which is referred to as decorrelation. To measure the degree of 
decorrelation, it is introduced the cross-correlation index  , which is a measure of the linear predictability 
of two random variables:  
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The modulus of  ,   belong to the interval  1,0 and is referred to as coherence. The closer the coherence to 
1, the higher the correlation degree and therefore the lower the noise contribution[11]. Accordingly, 1 is 
the decorrelation degree between the two acquisitions. The cases 0  and 1  leads to a probability 

density function of the measured phase which is uniformly distributed in   ,  and Dirac impulsive, 
respectively. References[5] and [12] can be considered for further details of the distribution of the phase. The 
coherence is a product of several decorrelation effects [11], the most important being associated with the 

change of the imaging geometry ( spatial ) due to the spatial orbit offset (spatial baseline or simply baseline), 

the (possible) temporal separation between the acquisitions ( temporal ) and the thermal noise. 

 thermaltemporalspatial    (9) 

Spatial decorrelation is due to the fact that being involved in the resolution cell a number (>1) of scattering 
centres, the change of the imaging angle determines a change (also in phase) of the backscattering coefficient 
(speckle decorrelation). For a white scene, i.e. when the process   describing the scene backscattering is 
characterized by an impulsive autocorrelation (total un-correlation between different scatterers), it can be 
shown that the decorrelation is due (on flat terrain) to a spectral shift of reflectivity spectrum [13]. In this 

case, letting rB  be the spatial range bandwidth [m-1] it result that: 
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where 0r  is the scene range and   is the terrain slope. It is evident that, the larger the baseline the lower the 
spatial coherence; moreover, the closer   is to    (    is the layover limit) the lower is the spatial 

coherence. The value of b  that leads to  rB0  is called critical baseline ( cb ); it turns out that 
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where rBr 1 is the range resolution. For the ERS and Envisat (C-Band) systems the critical baseline is 
slightly above 1Km, for CSK (X-Band) the critical baseline is above 4Km. 

The spatial decorrelation can be contrasted by implementing a filtering which is stationary for a planar 
terrain [13] and non-stationary for a rolling topography [14]. This filtering is effective on distributed 
scattering (such as associated with rural areas) but is not recommended in urban areas where the presence of 
scatterers centres leads to the presence of correlations in the backscattering harmonics [14].  

The temporal decorrelation is due to the change of the scene backscattering properties over the time. This 
decorrelation source is of main importance in repeat pass interferometry, especially with systems operating at 
higher frequencies (f.i. X-band). It is critical over the sea and in vegetated area where the growth and in 
general the change of vegetation leads to strong variation of the backscattering coefficient. Temporal 
decorrelation is typically modelled with an exponential decay [11], where the decay constant depends mainly 
on the scene and the land coverage.  

The last term, thermal decorrelation, is due to the presence of thermal noise in the receiving apparatus. It is 
particularly evident in areas characterized by very low scene backscattering [3]. Other decorrelation sources 
are associated with variations of the imaging aspect angle (Doppler Centroid decorrelation) and to processing 
artefacts [3], [11].  

The correlation index and hence the coherence can be estimated on real data by substituting the statistical 
averaging with spatial multilooking: modern algorithms use advanced (adaptive) spatial multilooking  to 
account for non-stationary (inhomogeneous) backscattering. After multilooking the phase of the correlation 
index is assumed as multilook phase in which the noise content is reduced. 

2.3 Differential SAR Interferometry 

Differential Interferometry (DInSAR) is a particular configuration of SAR interferometry where the 
interferometric acquisitions are obtained by two repeated passes over the same orbit [16]. The reference 
geometry is the same of the classical InSAR case in Figure 1 with the difference that the target on the ground 
is allowed to move between the acquisition epochs. 

With reference to Figure 3 let us indicate with d the displacement vector between the two passes; the 
interferometric phase can be assumed to be composed of three main factors: 
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where zr^  is the range variation associated with the scene topography estimated from the available DEM.  

For a successful removal of such a contribution the DEM must be sufficiently accurate. It is however to be 

noted that the accuracy depends in any case on b , indeed on b : the smaller b the less is the influence of 
the topography and therefore the less stringent is the accuracy of the DEM. For such a reason acquisitions 
with small orbital separation are preferred in DInSAR analysis: this solution leads as well as to a benefit also 
in terms of phase noise induced by the spatial decorrelation.  

 

Figure 4 : Differential interferogram associated with the main shock of April 6th 2009 in the l’Aquila 
earthquake sequence:  each fringe (change of color from blue to red) corresponds to a lowering 
of the surface area of about 2cm: the total subsidence is more than 20cm. Images were acquired 

by the COSMO/SKYMED constellation on 4th and 12th of April 2009. 

In the case of a predominance of the deformation component and/or limited effects of atmospheric variation, 

the displacements dr  can be measured to accuracy which are on the order of the wavelength. By using this 
classical two passes DInSAR configuration scientists have been able in many case to capture surface 
deformation field generated by major earthquakes or highlight deformation associated with volcanic 
activities: the deformation patterns have been used in conjunction with available geophysical models to infer 
the rupture (dip) on the fault plane or the magma source shape and movements, respectively.  

3.0 MULTIPASS/MULTIVIEW SAR INTERFEROMETRY 

Satellites are able to regularly repeat orbits over the time. As a consequence stacks of multipass acquisitions, 
characterized by angular and temporal diversity, are available in remote sensing archives for many areas of 
the Earth surface. In order to achieve higher accuracy in the estimation of the deformation modern A-
DInSAR processing algorithm jointly process all the images in stacks of multitemporal acquisitions: this 
processing allows in fact to discriminate between the atmospheric and deformation phase components as 
well as the topography contribution. 
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Key feature of the Advanced DInSAR techniques that process stack of multitemporal data is the possibility 

to separate the different components in (15), se , losΔd  and atmΔ , by exploiting their deterministic and 
statistical properties as explained in the following. 

The residual topography se  (a scalar quantity) is estimated by considering that the vector rΔb  is known 
from the orbital state vectors (satellite positions). The first (vector) component in (15) has a well-known 
structure (signature) that follows precisely the spatial baseline distribution: it can be therefore estimated by 

tacking the scalar product between Δ  and (a properly scaled version) of rΔb . It is worth noting that in 
CSI approach, due to the limitation on the spatial baselines, this contribution is in general marginal.  

After the cancellation of the first contribution, i.e. 
se

r
ˆ4 

ΔbΔΔ





, the interferometric phase are 

inverted to reconstruct the N-dimensional phase vector  Ν ....1  collecting the phase of the N 
acquisitions ordered accordingly to the time instants t1, t2, ….. , tN . To this end it is introduced the 
following incidence matrix describing the pairing between the acquisitions for the interferogram generation, 
i.e. the graph in the acquisition domain where the arcs are the interferometric pairs:  
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Each row of the MxN matrix A  describes one interferogram pair with +1 and -1 located at the position of the 
second and first acquisition of the interferogram. In other words we have: 

         ΔA   (17) 

Inversion of (17) can be carried out pixel by pixel by introducing the initial condition 01   in each pixel 
( 1  being the first element of  ). As it is generally M>N (redundancy of interferograms),  this inversion is 
generally carried out in the Least Square sense via the use of the pseudo-inverse [24]. In cases in which the 
acquisition graph is not connected the Singular Value Decomposition technique may be used to pick up the 
most suitable solution with the minimum kinetic energy [24], [18].  

After the inversion the following vector composition should be considered in place of (15): 

 nd  atmlos 


4  (18) 

where losd and atm are the displacement (time series) and APD vectors ordered with respect to the 
acquisition time. The separation  between the displacement and the APD vectors is carried out by 

considering their statistical characterization in terms of spatial and temporal variability: losd  shows typically 

a spatial and temporal correlation whereas atm  is correlated along the space but uncorrelated with respect to 
the time.  Accordingly, a simple spectral filtering implemented in the wavenumber/frequency domain is 
typically sufficient to achieve the measurement of the time series in each pixel.  
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3.2 Persistent Scattering Interferometry 

Persistent Scattering Interferometry is tailored to the analysis of man-made structures. It carries out an 
analysis of data at full resolution (i.e. without any spatial multilooking) and makes use of a model to 
determine (by exploiting the multiview nature of available stacks) the accurate residual topography to 
correctly localize the scatterer centre on the structure and to monitor its temporal evolution by exploiting the 
multitemporal characteristic of multipass data. The use of the model however presumes the compensation 
phase contributions such as the APD contribution. Such a compensation can be carried out either by 
analysing the phase on Persistent Scatterers (PS) candidates, which are strong scatterers where the phase is 

less affected by noise, or by using the low resolution product ( atm ) of CSI techniques discussed in the in 

Sect. 3.1. In the latter case, a good practice is also to subtract the low resolution deformation losd  so to 
obtain a steering to zero of the phase (spatial and temporal zero steering) in such a way that the high 
resolution analysis is carried out on residual phase signals. 

Following this compensation, deformations are divided into the linear (slope of the time series wrt to the 
epochs) and non-linear addenda; the following model is assumed for be compensated phase at full resolution 
( ):  

 ndbt  
nls

r
v







 44
  (19) 

where v is the (l.o.s.) average (mean) velocity of the pixel (residual with respect to the low resolution if 

compensation for losd  at small scales has been carried out) sinzs   is the residual (wrt the external 

DEM) elevation of the scatterer and nld  is the (l.o.s.) non-linear deformation addendum (again residual with 

respect to the low resolution if compensation for losd  at small scales has been carried out).  

It is worth noting that, to achieve high accuracy in the topography estimation and to exploit the angular 
correlation properties of strong scatterers, the PSI approach does not impose any predefined limit on the 
spatial baseline. 
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Figure 7 : Example of estimation of the full resolution deformation on structures in Rome in an area close 
to the Tevere river. 

PSI techniques assumes 1nld and estimates, pixel by pixel at full resolution, v and s by analysing the 
following normalized, in the (0-1) interval, index measuring the un-modelled residues [21][22]: 
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This quantity is a measure of temporal coherence (i.e. persistent) property of the scatterers: s , i.e. the 
scatterer (residual wrt to the external DEM) elevation and v (residual wrt to the low resolution deformation) 
velocity are determined via the following maximization typically carried out with and exhaustive search in a 
predefined interval. Only pixels for which  vsC ˆ,ˆ  is above a fixed threshold are labelled as persistent 
scatterers and therefore the algorithm provides the temporal series as a product. 

    vsCvs
vs

,maxargˆ,ˆ
,

  (21) 

Figure 7 shows a deformation mean velocity map at full resolution, obtained by processing with a PSI 
approach of 43 images acquired by ERS-1 and ERS-2 sensors in the period from 1995 to 2000, overlaid to a 
Google map. It is to be noted the exact localization of scatterers on man-made structures (building, railway 
tracks, etc.) which is the result of a very accurate (typically on the order of a few meters) estimation of the 
elevation (s) at full resolution provided by the exploitation of all available spatial baselines (dataset 
multiview characteristic). 
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PSI exploits only the phase information to estimate the target parameters, see (20) and (21), moreover PSI 
assumes the presence of only one (dominant) scatterer in each resolution cell. These limitations lead to a loss 
of performances in areas where layover is frequent (f.i. urban areas) and can be talked by using SAR 
Tomography    
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